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Forum Closed with Tremendous Success and Record of the Attendance
The theme zones that focused
on the circular economy – namely,
the ‘Recycled Plastics Zone’, the
‘Recycling Technology Zone’ and
the ‘Bioplastics Zone’ – proved
hugely popular with visitors.
Concurrent events were plentiful as well. ‘Industry 4.0 Factory of the Future’, ‘Tech Talk’,
‘Design x Innovation’, ‘Medical
Plastics Connect’, and the ‘Plastics Recycling & Circular Economy Conference and Showcase’ all
drew large crowds and featured a
vigorous exchange of ideas while
nourishing collaboration between
various sectors.

CHINAPLAS 2019 closed its highly successful, four-day run
in Guangzhou on May 24. The annual show – held this year
at the China Import & Export Fair Complex, Pazhou, in Southern China – attracted 3,622 exhibitors and 163,314 professional visitors from all over the world. More than a quarter
of attendees (42,005) were overseas visitors from over 150
countries and regions. The top 15 countries, in terms of visitors, were Brazil, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, South Korea,
Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Russia, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam, and the United States.

Currently, the world's economic signed new contracts with cusgrowth, including internation- tomers at the show. Generally
al trade, has been slowing down. speaking, participants were very
The escalation of the Sino-US satisfied with the results of jointrade dispute, coupled with de- ing the show,’ Leung added.
terioration in trading conditions,
has severely impacted global sup- Advancing high-quality
ply chains. Consequently, Chi- economic development
nese and foreign companies have Technology is rapidly changing
been exercising increased caution the world, and companies both
in investments. This combination upstream and downstream are
of complicated internal and ex- tirelessly pursuing innovation.
ternal factors – the likes of which
At CHINAPLAS 2019, plashave not been seen for many years tics and rubber industries from
in China-- has served to depress all over the world came to display their latest wares. Exhibieconomic growth.
‘Under the gloom of such a tors made more than 180 globdownturn, there was a gap be- al or Asian launches of hot, new
tween the number of visitors to technologies.
CHINAPLAS 2019 and our preThe exhibition halls exuded an
viously set goal; we achieved a aura of innovation. Just a handful
5.19% increase compared to the of the highlights included: High/
last Guangzhou edition of show low-dielectric constant moditwo years ago,’ said Ada Leung, fied plastics and other high-perGeneral Manager of show orga- formance materials for future 5G
nizer Adsale Exhibition Servic- communication; lightweight maes Ltd.
terials designed to enhance new
‘Exhibitors from all over the energy vehicles and future travel
world comprehensively show- solutions; along with fiber-reincased a diverse range of cutting- forced composite materials, graedge innovation and technolo- phene-based electrically conducgy. The halls were crowded with tive plastics, high-performance
visitors. Many exhibitors have thermoplastic elastomers, addi-

tives to reduce unwanted VOC
emissions and to change both
the color and brightness of final
products, plus liquid silicone and
other high-tech materials. Plastics, meanwhile, owing to their
versatility, continue to increasingly penetrate into many downstream application industries such
as electrical and electronics, automotive, packaging, building materials, medical, sports, and leisure.
In the fair's machinery exhibition area, digital smart manufacturing solutions showcased
the implementation of various
intelligent manufacturing options, while exhibitors also introduced a large number of highperformance, high-precision advanced equipment and a wealth
of advanced molding processes.
Visitors also got to see cost-effective, high-quality, small-batch,
diversified production processes,
in-mold decorating techniques,
as well as polyurethane (PU) inmold coating and flexible manufacturing technologies, multilayer
injection molding and co-extrusion technologies, and automated all-in-one machines, among
other high-end sophisticated
technologies.
‘Going green’ is now a core
plank in the mission of most
companies. The unstoppable
trend of the circular economy
was apparent at the show, as
an abundance of high-performance, environmentally friendly and recyclable solutions were
on display.

Strong praise from
exhibitors & visitors
alike

During the four days at this plastics and rubber extravaganza, exhibitors and visitors learned from
one another about new materials
and techniques to enhance the
competitiveness of their products in the market. It also offered
an opportunity to meet with old
friends, make new acquaintances, and look ahead to the industries' future development trends.
Exhibitors and visitors alike said
they were generally satisfied with
the exhibition, as indicated by the
following collection of comments
from participants.
Comments from some happy
exhibitors:
Haitian International Holdings Limited: CHINAPLAS
2019 had more visitors than previous years. It also presented a rich
collection of new products, new
technologies, and especially automated displays. With an understanding of new technologies, enterprises are more willing to upgrade their equipment and man-

DIMDEX
and MAST Asia
‘In line with our team’s continuous efforts to monitor and
analyse maritime and defence trends, the organising
committee of DIMDEX, led by Chairman Staff Brigadier
(Sea) Abdelbaqi Al Ansari, have attended MAST Asia
2019 (Maritime/Air Systems & Technologies), the only
international defence show in Japan, which took place in
Tokyo.

Our Chairman Staff Brigadier (Sea) Abdelbaqi Al Ansari, said
commenting on the visit to MASTAsia 2019: ‘DIMDEX team is always
keen to attend international defence shows. It is a good opportunity to
stay updated with the latest trends and meet international key decision
makers, as well as potential exhibitors to build solid relationships and
invite them to DIMDEX 2020.’
The seventh edition of the Doha International Maritime Defence
Exhibition and Conference (DIMDEX 2020) will be held from 16 to
18 March 2020, under the patronage of His Highness Shaikh Tamim
bin Hamad Al-Thani, Emir of the State of Qatar, and will be organised
by Qatar Armed Forces under the theme ‘connecting the world’s
maritime defence and security community’.

For more information, please follow us on our social media
channels – Twitter,Facebook, and Youtube – on @DIMDEXQatar

«Наряду с постоянными усилиями нашей команды по наблюдению и анализу морских и оборонных тенденций, организационный комитет DIMDEX,
возглавляемый председателем коллектива бригадным генералом Abdelbaqi
Al Ansari, посетил MAST Asia 2019 (Maritime/Air Systems & Technologies),
единственную международную выставку в Японии, посвященную вопросам обороны, которая проходила в Токио.

Наш председатель коллектива бригадный генерал (море) Abdelbaqi Al Ansari
прокомментировал свой визит на MAST
Asia 2019:
«Команда DIMDEX всегда заинтересована в посещении международных
мероприятий, посвященных вопросам
обороны. Это хорошая возможность

получить актуальную информацию о
новейших тенденциях и встретиться
с людьми, принимающими ключевые
международные решения, а также с потенциальными участниками выставки,
чтобы построить с ними устойчивые отношения и пригласить их на DIMDEX
2020».

Седьмая по счету выставка Doha
International Maritime Defence Exhibition
and Conference (DIMDEX 2020) будет
проводиться с 16 по 18 марта 2020, под покровительством Его Высочества Шейха
Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, эмира Государства Катар, и будет организовано вооруженными силами Катара под девизом
«Объединяя мировое сообщество береговой обороны и безопасности».
Для получения дополнительной информации используйте социальные каналы – Твиттер, Facebook, и Youtube – на
@DIMDEXQatar»

Third Generation Combat Gear
JSC TsNIITochMash (part of Rostec) plans to start R&D
work of new third generation combat gear for the military
in 2020. This new equipment, replacing the Ratnik
combat gear, will be called Sotnik.

The new gear will include antimine boots, an anti-thermal
suit hiding the soldier from
infrared sensors and anti-radar
camouflage suit. Other plans
include introducing a tactical
system using micro UAVs,
where the camera stream from
the UAV will be projected to
the helmet’s visor or separate
goggles. The electric goggles
can also be used to display

tactical orders, maps of the
area, etc.
‘According to our plans,
the third generation gear
Sotnik will replace Ratnik
already in 2025. This will be
fundamentally new kind of
equipment integrating the best
high-tech designs of Russian
enterprises, including those
of Rostec. Thanks to the use
of innovative materials and

combining the functions of
individual elements, the weight
of the set will be reduced by
20%, amounting to about 20
kilograms’, said Rostec CEO
Sergey Chemezov.
Sotnik will use a ‘chameleon’
material that can be controlled
with voltage — a joint design
by TsNIITochMash and
the Roselectronics holding
company. This electrochromic
material can change its color
depending on the masked
surface and its environment. A
helmet with this kind of unique
coating was demonstrated for

the first time at the ARMY2018 forum.
Rostec has been supplying
the Russian army with a 2nd
generation Ratnik combat
gear since 2014. This gear
consists of five integrated
systems: life-support, control
and communications, combat,
protection and energy supply.
It is designed for operations
in varying climatic conditions
at any time of the day. The
equipment is being developed
during operations and upgraded
components are constantly
supplied to the troops.

agement. In addition, the efforts
that exhibitors put in to the show
have increased significantly, to
positive effect.
The Chen Hsong Group: We
have demonstrated innovative
technology and technology tailored for the injection molding
industry, and developed and consolidated existing partnerships at
the show. We have also recruited
a large number of potential customers to lay a good foundation
for further market development.
Toni Bernards, CEO of Battenfeld-Cincinnati (China): the
annual event came to a perfect
end. CHINAPLAS is an international event where leading companies compete in ‘close combat’, and is also the best-organized
trade fair. As an exhibitor of extrusion equipment, we largely benefit here every year. I saw many
old customers at the show and
also made some new ones. This
is a very good platform on which
Battenfeld-Cincinnati has had a
complete success. We will come
again in 2020.
Eve Cai, China Market Development Manager, Indigo & PWI,
Graphics Solutions Business, HP

year's CHINAPLAS was unprec- tal friendliness, lightweight, and
edented. Through this exhibition, exquisite craftsmanship, in adAsahi Kasei made its strength in dition to focusing on power and
technology known to many cus- economic performance. We need
tomers, and we benefited a lot.
to understand advanced manuRich Altice, President & CEO, facturing processes and material
NatureWorks LLC: CHINAP- technologies to ensure the comLAS is a great opportunity to meet petitiveness of the models so that
existing and potential customers, the needs of customers can be met.
allowing us to discuss the impor- CHINAPLAS provides a plattant issues facing the growing bio- form for us to easily understand
materials market. We were pleased these advanced technologies.
to showcase the application of
Mr. Guo Taisong, Deputy Diseveral innovative Ingeo-brand rector, Research Institute of Mold
biomaterials and see advanced & Packaging, Hangzhou Wahaha
processing equipment technolo- Group Co., Ltd.: CHINAPLAS
Inc.: This year at CHINAPLAS gies that will help expand the use is getting increasingly influential,
in Guangzhou, HP exhibited the of these materials, helping to pro- and has become an eminent platIndigo 20000 digital printing ma- mote the global circular economy. form for promoting technological
chine for the first time, bringing
Rave reviews from visitors:
innovation. The exhibition shownew intelligent and flexible proWojeiech Tuczkiewicz, Head cases the most cutting-edge, popduction concepts and solutions to of Group Procurement, CeDo ular packaging solutions found in
the plastic packaging printing in- Ltd.: CHINAPLAS is a useful the world today that help our dedustry. Through advance online sourcing and networking plat- velopers understand the current
state of the art, as well as global trends in food and beverage
packaging. These include working toward lighter-weight packages, improved barrier properties,
and greater use of biodegradable
materials. By mastering the latest
technologies, we can strengthen
our independent R&D capabilities, improve the performance of
outer packaging, and at the same
time expand our pool of suppliers,
inspire creative thinking and add
value to products.
Mr. Zhao Linbing, Senior Engineer, TCL Electronics Holdings
Ltd.: We were mainly interested
in precision molds, rapid injecand offline promotion by the or- form. We can meet all the pro- tion molding, mechanical autoganizer, we received many inqui- ducers, traders, suppliers of raw mation, and plastic materials that
ries and concerns from potential materials and machineries related mimic the look and performance
customers on site. We look for- to plastics industry under one roof. of metal. By communicating with
ward to more extensive and close
Steven Callas, Managing Di- exhibitors, we learned about more
cooperation with Adsale in the rector, Plastic Container Print- advanced equipment and techfuture to help the plastic print- ers: This was my first time visit- nology, which is valuable as refing and processing industry solve ing CHINAPLAS and I did agree erence for us to reduce costs and
their problems associated with this is an excellent all-in-one plat- set up unmanned chemical plants.
flexible production, fast delivery, form where I could source autoSo, there you have it. CHINAand small batch-scale production. mated solutions, machineries for PLAS 2019 has now ended, but
LG Chem: Really thank you packaging and build up quality re- the knowledge gained and confor full support from Adsale. CHI- lationships with suppliers.
tacts made will continue to pay
NAPLAS is a good chance to
Mr. Li Junxian, Senior Man- dividends for all involved for some
meet new customers from various ager/Environmental Perfor- time to come.
countries and is an excellent tool mance Technology Expert of
CHINAPLAS 2020 will return
to promote our brand in China. BAIC Motor Co., Ltd: As the to Shanghai next spring, with the
Through this exhibition, it can in- Chinese automobile market grad- show set to take place again in the
ually matures, consumers begin to National Exhibition and Convenspire pride to our local staff.
Furukawa Hiroyuki, Gener- pay more attention to the static tion Center (NECC), in Hongqal Manager of Asahi Kasei Plas- perception quality of cars, such iao, Shanghai, PR China, from
tics (Guangzhou) Co., Ltd.: This as color materials, environmen- April 21-24, 2020.

